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Author's response to reviews: see over
Dear Editor,

We thank you for the final check of our manuscript and we changed all the below mentioned comments as you suggested.

* On title page Msc should be MSc (misspelt twice)
* Tilburg University, The Netherlands, should read Tilburg University, the Netherlands
* Page 2 community based sample should be hyphenated: community-based sample
* Page 8 This was also communicated to parents (see Maas et al., 2012).? In this sentence the reference is wrong style (needs number).
* Page 9 back to us..? There are too many full-stops at the end of the sentence.
* Page 10 adequate in earlier research (e.g., Condon, 1993)? In this sentence the reference is wrong style (needs number).
* Page 14 The sentence ‘PRAM-SBD was found significantly related to a self-report questionnaire of antenatal ?’ should either be ‘PRAM-SBD was significantly related to a self-report questionnaire of antenatal’ Or ‘PRAM-SBD was found to be significantly related to a self-report questionnaire of antenatal’.
* Page 18 ‘MAAS or PAAS might actually be indicating , the word ‘actually’ is a typically filler word in English which usually does not add any meaning. I think it can be removed here.

Yours Sincerely,

Hedwig J.A. van Bakel, Ph.D.
A. Janneke B.M. Maas, MSc.
Charlotte M.J.M. Vreeswijk, MSc.
Ad J.J. M. Vingerhoets, PhD
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